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,\Sll' Guild member Karl Bahr recentlt vi.sited Europe.
I/rrs i.s report o.l' his time spent at the Gutenbttrg
lvhteunt, in Main:.

I interrupted my train trip tiom Paris to Berlin for a

stopover in Mainz to visit the Gutenberg museum. As a

book collector and amateur bookbinder. I could not pass

up this opportunity to visit the place where modern
printing with movable type, was invented.

Mainz. on the left bank of the Rhine, where it enters the

gorge whose slopes are covered rvith vineyards, ancient
villages, castles and the Lorelei, on its northward journey
to Cologne. was tbunded by the Romans in 38 BC. The

rnodern city has grown around the partially preserved old
walled town. In its centre are the rnedieval market place

and the 1000-year-old St. Martins cathedral. The latter,
rvhich can be seen tiom virtually anyrvhere in Mainz. is a

handy landmark for anyone looking for the Grrtenberg

located right next to it. Without the cathedral dome and

spires in sight, it is easy to get lost in the winding, narrow
streets which lead to the museum.

Henne Gensfleisch ( Gooseflesh ) zur Laden or Johannes

Gutenberg as he came to be known. was born between

1394 and 1404 into a patrician Mainz f'amily. Because of
this uncertainty 1400 is assumed to be his birth year. ln
1900, in recognition of the 500th anniversary of his birth
and subsequent contribution to western civilisation, the

lirst Gutenberg Museum was established in the Mainz
city library. ln 1927 the museum was moved into the late

renaissance ducal palace built in 1664 opposite the

cathedral. Although the contents were stored elsewhere

during the Second World War. the palace sustained bomb

damage. Restoration was completed in time for the
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2000th year anniversary of Mainz and the reopening of
the Gutenberg in 1962.

In 2000, on Gutenberg's 600th year birthday, a modern,
steel and glass, purpose built museum was completed
behind the ducal palace. The two buildings are separated
by a thought provoking, landscaped plaza where visitors
can rest and contemplate the lilerary inspired architecture
and statuary or be refreshed at the nearby caf6. My visit
to the Gutenberg museum was in this modern, air
conditioned building consisting of 4 floors of exhibits.
The ducal palace now houses the museum administration,
library, restoration workshop and the Gulenberg Society.

The Gutenberg museum charges a small admission fee
which includes an illustrated 70'page guide booklet in
English, In a glass case in the foyer was an advance
leather bound, gold tooled facsimile edition of a l3th
century bible known as the Mainzer Evangeliar which is
considered to be the most beautifully illustrated and
illuminated book of the era and area. An original edition
of this manuscript is held by St. Martin's cathedral. The
thcsimile was open to demonstrate the ornate nature of
the nearly 200 parchment pages of format approximately
450 X 310 mm. Subscriptions were invited for a print run
of 500 hand illuminated copies priced at the equivalent of
AUD 33,000 each. From the foyer the visitor is led to the

two major highlights of the museum; Up, to the display
of Gutenberg's original bibles or down, to a working
replica of his original press and workshop.

Two original Gutenberg 42 line, 1300 page bibles (the
Salms- Laubach and the Shuckburgh), printed
betweenl452 and 1455 are displayed in adjacent glass

cases to facilitate close comparison. A rare wood block
bible is also on display. This early printing technique
overcame the twin problems of books produced by
copying in a scriptorium: The laborious slow
transcription process and the introduction of errors in the
text. Of course Gutenberg's invention of using movable
type put both the scriptoria and the wood block cutters
out ofbusiness.

Although Cutenberg expcrimented with printing in two
colours (black for text, red for decoration) in one pass of
the press. he encountered indexing and ink-bleed
problems. Consequently he settled on printing in black
only for most of his work. The black on white pages were
then sent out to others for illumination by hand before
binding. Thus no two copies of the 180-bible print run

are identical. Cutenberg's process is elegantly

demonstrated in the museum's reconstruction of his
workshop and massive timber press. Groups of 50
visitors at a time are admitted to this working print shop

and for 30 minutes are taken through the various steps

tiom Gutenberg's invention of a hand held metal, wood
insulated casting mould for each letter and symbol, to
setting and inking the type, to the final act of pressing
parchment between the type face and the platen. One of
the spectators is selected to make the final pull of the
long lever which operates the wooden screw of the press.
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The resulting, perfectly printed page is presented to the
lucky visitor. Such pages can also be purchased in the
museum shop; unilluminated AUDI2, illuminated in
colour AUD60 and illuminated by hand with 24 carat
gold AUD330. Page size is 420X300mm.

The museum covers all aspects of writing and printing
from pre-history to 2lst century multimedia and from all
parts of the globe. Each subject is explained and
illustrated in its own dedicated area, making it easy to
find what you are interested in. These "rooms" without
walls contain exhibits and explanatory texts on the
subject matter. There are also information sheets
summarising the exhibit. These info sheets are well
worth the small charge (made on an honour system) as

they are beautifully illustrated and printed. On the
occasion of my visit. not all were available in English.

Chronologically, the Gutenberg Museum begins with the
history of writing from Cuniform. originating in the
Middle East around 50008C to Egyptian hieroglyphics.
which appeared 2000 years later. In the second
millenniurn BC the Phoenicians invented the first
alphabet. greatly simplifying the writing process. Among
the many exhibits in this section is a sarcophagus from
l000BC Byblos bearing the oldest known decipherable
text in Semitic alphabet script.

Another section deals with Islamic calligraphy, book
related art and scientific treatises demonstrating how far
advanced the Arab world then was compared to the west

of the dark ages. Nearby is a section exhibiting ancient
manuscripts from India, Burma and other far eastern

cultures. One of the strangest examples was a text written
on palm leaves.

Understandably, the largest exhibit covers the history of
books and writing in Europe. There are hundreds. if not
thousands of manuscripts, printed works and books of all
shapes and sizes, in every known type of binding. The
majority are rare and old but their inclusion in the display
is primarily not because of these criteria but by virtue of
their demonstrating some unique feature of text or
manufacture. This comprehensive display would be a

valuable resource for students who would revisit on
many occasions. While all items are under glass, there
are provisions for supervised direct access for
professionals. I found the vastness of this exhibit
interesting but overwhelming.

Elsewhere are lhe printing machines showing their
development from wood frame to metal. which produced

much higher pressure without damaging the screw used

in all presses until then. ln l8l8 the Columbia press

invented in the USA replaced the screw with a lever
system enabling the printing process to be speeded up.

The next big step forward was the invention of the

linotype machine making daily newspapers possible. The
museum has actual printing machines, most in working
order, covering every type from Gulenberg to the latest
2lst centr.rry full colour presses.

Morocco Bound
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'Ihe history of the devc'lopment of paper and its
rnanutacturc replacing papynrs. vellutn and parchnre'nt as

the cortrmon print mediurn occtrpics a "room" of its onn.
\\'orking nrodels of ancienl paper manutacture and of
nrodern machinery explain the involvcd process and

chernistry of paper rnaking. The environr.nental cost of
uood ti'lling and the chernical tallout are not aroided and

solutions tbr the tuture are proposed. Closelv relatt'd to
paper is the art of lithography. I was not au'are that there
\\ere so many types of lithographic c'tching techniclucs.

rnost ol theni complicated and all timc-consurning. In
addition to engrar ing or acid etching on rnetal plates.
there arc' arnazingly detailed lithographs ruadc' with
engral'ed stone blocks treated so as to either attract or
repcl u'ater tor ink to be transtirred to the paper in sorne

tny'sterious u ay.

The bookbirtdins "roour" \\'as especiall-,- intcrc:ting.
corering everl' kind ol binding fiotn ancient scroll to
paperback book. Hon'ever the accent is on classical
bindings ot'the last ntillenniunr. Thc techniques tbr board
and spine decoration are demonstrated in a replica of an

lllth century binder,v. Su'atches ol many identitied
leathers. r'cllunr. parchnrent. paper and book cloth are
Iaid out on top of the relevant cxhibit glass cases. inr iting

Printing exhibit in the Gutenburg Museum
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the visitor to feel strength. texture and suitability tbr a

binding job. This c'xhibit is a must for any Guild member
and deserves 2 hours on its oun. A cursory look at the

whole museum. just to see in ceneral rvhat it contains.
takes a whole day.

For the student ol'books and u'ritin-u, the museum otTers

scope tbr research at all lcvels frorn interested amateur to

acadenric in the areas of art. history. politics and of
course any subject lo do rvith books. Your only limitation
u ill be time. On your u'ay out. make sure lo visit the

nluseum shop: el'cn if you don't intend to buy bul just ttr

scr'what is on oftbr ancl to pick up the free 100 page

catalogue in English.

Gutenberg Museurn. Licbtiauenplatz 5. D55l l6
i\,lainz.Gerrlany.
Tel. -.1961 -31 12 :640 Fax --1961 jl 12 34ti8
E nrai l. gu tc'nberg-museuttr(cr stadt. tnainz.de

Gutenberg Shop
Web. w u'u,.gutenberg-shop.de
Enrai l. infb(ir gutenberg-shop.de

Kurl Buhr visted thc Gutenburg llluseum itr Octolter
2007.

Morocco Bound
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This method uses short pre-cut threads trapped in slits in
the spine to hold the pages together. lt is a modification
of the Lumbeck binding. These threads are then
sandwiched between manila and thin board to make a
Iaminated cover.

Cover materials:
Cut two rough boards the height of the text block and
two board widths narrower.
Cut two boards of about I mm thickness, two board
widths higher than the text block and the same width.
Cut two pieces of good manila. board to the same size,
grain long.

End papers:
Use good paper about l50gsm, decorated if desired and
cut two folded sheets. Paste folded 1.5 cm strips of
Japanese tissue to the outside of the two folios to
strengthen them.

Strengthening threads:
Wind some fine linen thread or strong sewing around the
three middle fingers of you left hand about twenty times
and cut the hank at both ends to get a collection ofthread
pieces.

You will also need some paper such as Canson or thick
Kozo to line the spine. and a piece of mull or unbleached
calico the height of the spine and spine width plus 4-5 cm
wide to make hinges.

Preparing to glue the spine:
Place the rough boards on either side of the stack of
pages then jog the text pages and get them as even as

possible. The spine side should stick out. Place the stack
in a finishing press and mark lines across the spine 1.5

cm from either end. Mark three other positions evenly
between these lines. For a tall book such as A4 size. you
may wish to add anolher two lines. Use a sharp serrated
knife and a steel ruler as a guide and cut slits about I mm
deep across the spine at these positions or to the tops of
the rough boards.

Gluing the spine:
Loosen the press slightly, remove the stack and gently
pull it out so the pages are about I cm above the rough
boards. Use a small stiff brush and PVA or PVA/Starch
mixture to glue the pages together, pushing them

sideways to one side to fan out, so the glue penetrates

slightly below the surface, then push the sheets the other
way and glue again.

Wipe your hands and taking a bunch of three or four of
the cut threads, wedge them into each of the slits. Use the

brush to push the threads into the slits. Leave to dry for a

short time then push the book block down to its original
position between the rough boards and replace in the
press. Line the spine with paper and use the brush in a

vertical movement to push the paper into the grooves to

trap the threads. Leave to dry about 5 minutes depending
on the room temperature and then use PVA to attach the
mull to the spine only. Leave to dry until the tackiness of
the PVA has gone but the glue is still flexible. Remove
from the press. Gently round the spine with a hammer.

Place release paper on either side of the end papers,
replace the rough boards and press lightly for a few hours
or ovemight.

The next step is to attach a laminated board, which traps
the threads inside.
Carefully mark out where the board is to be attached at
the spine edge. leaving a groove at least the width of the
finished board. Slip one piece of manila, with a piece of
waste paper behind it, under the threads and the hinge
and use PVA to attach them to the manila. Spread the
threads out into fans across the manila. When you are
satisfied, paste out the rest of the manila and attach the
thicker outer board. Rub down well. Turn over and
attach the other board to match. Remove the waste
sheets; insert a piece of release paper and a piece of
waste inside each cover and press.

Leave to dry under a light weight and then open each
cover and sand away any part of the manila which shows
the thread marks.

The book can now be covered in any way that you desire.
Adrienne Allen

A Method of Binding Single Sheets

4
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Dos-ir-dos ('back+o-back' in French) bindings have a

structure in which two separate books are bound together
so that the fore edge ofone is adjacent to the spine ofthe
other. They are separated by, and conjoined with, a single
board at the back of each book. The spine of one book
and the fore edge of the other will show when the

binding is shelves. When shelved. the spine of the book
to the right faces outward. while the spine of the book to
the left faces the back of the shelf; the texl of both works
runs head-to-tail.

This type of binding is sometiqres confused with the t€te-
b€che ('head-to-toe' in French) style. These also have
two texts bound together (often 2 volumes of the same

work). but each text is placed so that it is turned l80o
relative its neighbour. Thus. the text of one runs head to
tail while the other runs tail to head. and the last page of
each work will be adjacent to each other (allowing for
endpapers of course). When a reader reaches the end of
the text of one of the works. the next page is the (upside-

down) final page of the other work. The binding has two
fiont covers. and the single spine will probably show (for
example) that the contents are volumes I and 2.

The dos-d-dos format dates back at least to the l6th
century, though they were most common in England was
in the first half of the lTth century.[S] Two books
frequently bound in this form were the New Testament
and Psalter, presumably because both were needed

during church services. Regardless of content. the outer
boards of dos-i-dos bindings were usually embroidered,
or covered with leather and then finished w'ith gold.

The middle. shared board of course has no fore edge and

when preparing the book for binding a way has to be

tbund to attach a long edge of the single shared board to
each text block. Both cased and laced on (cords or tapes)

styles would be suitable.

It is usual to have each side of the shared board faced
with a pastedown endpaper - i.e. each side of the board is

an inside, rather than an outside.

There is nothing to prevent (except ofcourse the binder's
skill and patience) the binding of multiple volumes in
this style.

John Turner

Suggested Equipment & Supplies:

o Adhesive (PVA)
o Scalpel
o Bone Folder
r Paper cutter
o Small glue brush
o Ruler
o Wax paper
r Japanese paper (Sekishu, Kizukishi, or Mulberry)
. Pressboard
o Light weight

Procedure:

If the page is missing. you may have to order a

replacement through inter-library loan. Assuming yoLr

have the page in hand match the page weight with the
correct Japanese paper.

Tear a strip of the Japanese paper approximately ll2 inch
wide and somewhat longer (not more than one inch) than
the page to be tipped in.

Place the tip-in page between two sheets of wax paper
with approximately l/8 inch of the inner margin
showing. Run a thin line of adhesive along this margin.
Remove the wax paper.

Place the Japanese paper strip over the glued edge and
rub gently with your finger or a bone folder to secure the
attachment. Place the glued tip-in between two new
pieces of wax paper and under a flat board and light
weight to dry.

Using the scalpel trim the excess of the Japanese paper
strip off the top and bottom.

Fold the tissue over the edge of the paper to create a V
hinge.

Dos-i-Dos Bindings

Tipping in a Single Page
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Place the fold of the hinge into the inner margin of the
book and mark the sheet.

Trim the sheet using a paper cutter or a nrter and s:alpel.

Place lhe creased hinge between two sheets of rvax paper
so that only the creased area is exposed for gluing. Run a
thick strip of adhesive along the folded edge.

Position the folded edge (hinge) as far into the book's
inner margin as possible.
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Using the bone folder gently rub the hinge to adhere to
the adjacent page. Place wax paper into the inner margin
on either side of the tip-in to protect adjacent sheets fiom
rnoisture and oozing glue. Allow to dry overnighr.

Durlntottth College Lihrctr.r'. Copr,right t996 the Boarcl
o.f' Tntstees oJ' Dartmtruth College Hunot.er. rVerl
Hampshire. .4ll rights resen.ecl. Permission grqnte(l lbr
cop.t'ing and redistribution us long os this t.op.rrighl
ttotic'e is included.

Morocco Bound
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I racerrtl.t' rcslot'cd ond rebountl nn' c,opv rll' 'The

Punorunru ol Proj}ssiott.s and Ti'udes or Eyer.t' llun':;
Book', vt'ittett hy Eclward Htt:en, antl published in
Pltilodclphia in 1839. It c'ontuitt:; 68 t'hupters oncl
tox'arcls the end o.l' tlrc hook Thc Bookbincler appeors
(slwring a section y ith Tlrc Petpernu*ar). Tlrc
illtrstration uhovc is liont the hook.

I. Bookbinding is the art ofarranging the pages ofa book
in proper crrder. and contining them there by nreans ol
thread. glue. paste. pasteboard. and leather.

l.'I'his art is probably as ancient as that oitrriting books:
tbr, s'halever rnay have been the substance on which the
uork uas executed. some method of uniting the parts
u'as absolulely' necessary. The earliest method with
shich ue are acquainled. is that of gluing the sheets
together. and rolling them upon snrall cylinders. This
rnodc is still practised in sorne countries. lt is also
L'\ en,\\ here used by the Jervs. so lar as relatcs to one
cop1,ofthcir larv deposited in each oftheir svnagogues.

i. The narne Egyptian is applied to this kind of binding,
and this *ould seem to indicate the place of its origin.
Each. volumc' had tw'o rollers. so that the continued sheet

could be wound from onc' to the other at pleasure. The
scluare. or present lorm of binding. is also of great
anticluity. as it is supposed to have been inv.ented at
Pergamus. about 200 years befirre Christ. b,"- king
Altalus. who. r.r,ith his son Eumenes. established the
l'amous librarv in lhat cily.

4. The tirst process of binding books consists in tbldin_rr
the sheets according to the paging. This is done by rhe
aid of an ivory knit-e callcd a folder. and the operator is
guided in the correct pertbrmance of the uork by certain
letters called signatures. placbd at the bo(om ofthe page.
at regular intervals through the book.

5. Piles of the tolded sheels are thr-n placed on a long
table in the order of their signatures. and gathered. one
tiom each pile. tbr every book. They are next beaten on a
stone. or passed betueen steel rollers. to render them
stnooth and solid. The latter method has been introduced
within a t'erv years. This operation certainly increases the
intrinsic value of the book; but it is not employed in
every case, since it is attended with some additional
expensc. and since it dirninishes the thickness of the
book. and consequently ils valrre in the estirnation of the
public at large.

6. The sheets. having been properly pressed. are next
served together upon little cords. which. in this
application. are called bands. During the operation. rhese
are strctched in a perpendicular direction. at suitable
distancc's tiom each other. as exhibited in the tbregoing
cut. The fblded sheets are usually notched on the back by
rureans of a sau'. and at these points they are brought in
iuxta-position u,ith the bands. Atier the pages of ser.eral
l'olumes have been accuntulated. the bands are severed
bctu'een each book. The tblding. gathering. and seu ing.
are usually perlbmred by lt'rnale.s.

7. At this stage of the process, the books are received bv
the rnen or boys. u,ho generally take on one hundred at a

time. l'he r"'orkrnan tirst spreads sorne glue on lhe back
ol'each book s,ith a brr.rsh. [{e then places them, one atier
the other. between boards of solid rvood. and beats them
on lhe back ivith a hammer. Bv this means the back is

Bookbinding in 1839
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rounded, and a groove formed on each side for the
admission of one edge of the pasteboards.

8. These having been applied, and partially fastened by
means of the bands, which had been left long for the
pupose, the books are pressed, and the leaves of which
they are composed are trimmed with an instrument called
a plough. The pasteboards are also cut to the proper size
by the same means, or with a huge pair of shears. In the
preceding picture, a workman is represented at work with
the plough. The edges are next sprinkled with some kind
of colouring matter, or covered with gold leaf. A strip of
paper is then glued on the back, and a head-band put
upon each end.

9. The book is now ready to 5e covered. This is either
done with calf. sheep. or goat skin. or some kind of paper
or cloth; but whatever the material may be, it is cut into
pieces to suit the size of the book; and, having been
smeared on one side with paste, it is drawn over the
outsides of the pasteboards. and doubled in upon the
inside.

10. The covers, ifcalfor sheep skin, are next sprinkled or
marbled. The first operation is performed by dipping the
brush in a kind of dye, made for the purpose, and beating
it with one hand over a stick held in the other; the
second is performed in the same manner, with the
difference that they are sprinkled first with water; arid
then with the colouring matter.

I l. After a small piece of morocco has been pasted on
the back, on which the title is to be printed in gold leaf,
and one ofthe waste leaves has been pasted down on the
inside ofeach ofthe covers, the books are pressed for the
last time. They are then glazed by applying the white of
an egg with a sponge.

12. The books are now ready for the reception of the
omaments, which consist chiefly of letters and other
figures in gold Ieaf. In executing this part ofthe process,
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the workman cuts the gold into suitable strips or squares,
on a cushion.

13. These are laid upon the books by means ofa piece of
raw cotlon, and afterwards impressed with types
moderately heated over a charcoal fire; or the strips of
gold are taken up, and laid upon the proper place with
instruments called stamps and rolls, which have on them
figures in relief. The portion of the leaf not impressed
with the figures on the tools, is easily removed with a silk
rag. The books are finished by applying to the covers the
white of an egg, and rubbing them with a heated steel
polisher.

14. The process of binding books, as just described. is
varied, of course, in some parliculars. to suit the different
kinds of binding and finish. A book stitched together like
a common almanac is called a pamphlet. Those which are
covered or. the back and aides with leather, are said to be
full-bound; and those which have their backs covered
with leather, and the sides with paper, half-bound.

15. The different sizes of books are expressed by terms
indicative of the number of pages printed on one side of a
sheet of paper: thus, when two pages are printed on one
side, the book is termed a folio; four pages. a quarlo;
eight pages. an octavo; twelve pages, a duodecimo;
eighteen pages, an octodecimo. AII of these terms, except
the first, are abridged by prefixing a figure or figures to
the last syllable; thus. 4to. for quarto, 8vo. tbr octavo,
l2mo. for duodecimo, &c.

16. The manufacture of account-books. and other blank
or stationery work. constitutes an extensive branch of the
bookbinder's business. It is not necessary however. to be
particular in noticing it. as the general process is similar
to that of common bookbinding. Those binders who
devote much attention to this branch of the trade, have a
machine by which paper is ruled to suit any method of
keeping books, or any other pattern which map be
desired,

Morocco Bound

[] Some library stamps can be removed by sanding
lightly with very fine abrasive paper (the white
type). A successful result will be dependent on the
thickness of the paper being treated, the texlure of
the outside surface of the paper. and whether the ink
has penetrated into the paper. In some cases the ink
just lies on the surface and is easily removed.

E e flexible knife. such as a purty spatula. can be a
useful alternative to a rigid blade when lifting a
leather spine offa book being rebacked.

E3 When laying down new paper over a repair, don't
use a freshly cut edge. A more sympathetic, Iess
obtrusive join can be obtained by tearing the paper
on a straight edge after scoring the paper.

Ef Don't use to long a piece of thread while sewing. It
is generally easier to tie on a new length than deal
with the inevitable knots and tangles that result from
a single long piece.

[S Wood paste or similar material can be used to build
up damaged board corners prior to recovering.

Tips and Tricks
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We don't see lhe term 'Chinese' bookbinding very otlen.
The terms 'oriental' or 'Japanese', seem to be more
commonly used to describe the traditional styles
originating in China, Korea and Japan.

There is a ditference between Chinese and Japanese

binding. Both are stab sewn. and both lend thernselves to
l'arious types of sewing pattems. The main dift-erence is

that while Japanese serving tends to have equal widths
between the sewing holes, Chinese sewing otlen has the
holes punched al varying distances.

Until recently little rvas known about early Chinese
bookbinding and until recently it was thoughl lo originate
in the Ming dynasty (1368 - 1644 CE). Then attention
rvas drawn to large collections Chinese books which had

been found in many scattered sites in the Dunhuang
region of central China. Untbrtunately the discoveries
rvere made by diverse groups from differenl nations and

the rnlnuscripts are no\\,divided betu,een seleral
cormtries. particularly. China. France. Great Britain and
Gennany.

The International Dunhuang Project: The Silk Road
Online (lDP) website includes a very interesting section
on the history of Chinese bookbinding. although all lhe
photographs have not yet been loaded. The main site is
aprt of a ground-breaking international collaboration to
make information and images of all manuscripts.
paintings. textiles and artefacts from Dunhuang and
archaeological sites of the Eastern Silk Road tieely
available on the Internet and to encourage their use

through educational and rescareh prugialnrucs.

The site includes a gootl descrition of the interesting
'whirlwind' binding style. but no photograph yet.

( http:lidp.bl.ukieducation bookbinding,,bookbinding ).

For bookbinding historians. early manuals serve a

number ol important purposes.

They can tbr instance help in dating the introduction of
particular tools and equipment. The German book
illustrated belorv. Zeidler's'Btrchbincler-Pltilo:;ophie
otler Einleituttg in Die Buc'hbinderkrrr.r/' (Halle, l70tl)
contains the first known illustration of a typeholder.

'*I.t\

Possibly due to the scarcity of written docttmenlation,
translated text sometinres appearc'd in counlries olher
than its original source. Diderot's Enct'c'lopeclie wotrld be

the best-known example of this.

Early Bookbincling Llutrttuls. Gralrum Pollard. Orlin'cl
B ihl io graph ic' al Soc' i et.t'. Orlitrd I 9 84.
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One has to use caution as works were ofien republished.

but not rewritten. ignoring technological advances.

There are t'e* bookbinding manuals published before the

nineteenth century. One of the tnost t'amotts of these is

the Bookbintler's llunuul. rvhich hacl a tirst edition in
1828. and a sevenlh in 1852. It is knoun best by the

publisher's name. Corvie. but rvas probably wrilten
by a practising binder.
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Ghinese Bookbinding

Early Bookbinding Manuals
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